
Oil

For a second straight day, the international oil market traded upwards yesterday. After dropping to the lowest level since the beginning 
of the year earlier in the week, the market has now recovered due to expectations, that OPEC and their allies will decide to reduce 
production further when they summit later this week. The Brent front month contract closed at 86,97 USD/bbl, up 1,30 USD/bbl from 
Tuesday, and continues to rise early Thursday. 

Gas
European gas prices continued to rise in Wednesday’s trading, and the weather outlook remains the main driver on the market. Pros-
pects of cold weather in Western and Central Europe through at least the first half of December lead to rising prices, with continuously 
low French nuclear availability adding to the upside. Today, we expect 

Coal
On the coal market, the uptrend continued along with gas yesterday. Demand is generally increasing as temperatures fall, and there 
is no change in weather just around the corner according to the most recent forecasts. The API 2 Cal-23 contract closed at 274 USD/t 
yesterday and hos now rallied almost 100 USD/t over the course of the last three weeks. 

Carbon
Yesterday, the sharp uptrend on the European carbon market continued, with the benchmark contract reaching the highest price level in 
three months, settling at 84,69 EUR/t. Rapidly rising fuel prices are the main reason behind the increases, as the market has managed to 
break out of the previous trading range, likely heading further upwards today. 

Hydro
Thursday morning, there are no noticeable changes to the Nordic weather outlook, with below-average temperatures expected to 
continue at least the next couple of weeks. The prospects of a long cold period are of course bullish for the Nordic power market, as is 
the rapidly growing deficit on the hydro balance, which is almost 20 TWh. 

Germany
The German power market continued the increases yesterday, due to new price climbs on both the gas and coal markets as well as on 
the carbon market. With spot prices now back at the same level as during the summer, curve contracts are climbing steadily as well, 
with the 2023 contract closing the day at 370 EUR/MWh. Further increases seem very likely today. 

Equities

For the first time since the war outbreak in Ukraine, we now see signs of easing inflation in the Eurozone, and this led to a positive 
sentiment on the stock markets yesterday. Hopes of easing corona virus restrictions in China amid the recent protests added to the op-
timism. Following some optimistic signals in a speech by the US Fed chief late last night, the US markets also edged up, and we expect 
another bullish session in Europe Thursday.

Conclusion
With a rapidly growing deficit on the hydro balance, cold weather forecasts for at least the next two weeks and bullish signals from the 
related markets, the Nordic power market edged further up yesterday. High spot prices and news about reduced nuclear availability 
added to the upside, as the Q1-23 and 2023 contracts closed at 332 EUR/MWh and 207,50 EUR/MWh respectively. Today, we expect 
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Spot DK1 DK2 SE3 SE4 HEL OSL SYS Forwards DK1 DK2 STO MAL HEL OSL SYS

29-nov 360,29 360,29 358,16 358,62 375,04 349,31 342,23 January 358,75 360,75 367,33 401,50 446,50 389,50 351,50

30-nov 393,70 390,88 390,08 390,08 391,55 352,87 370,23 Q1-23 355,50 363,00 345,50 382,00 430,00 362,00 332,00

01-dec 394,36 393,27 392,47 392,47 392,95 340,49 356,54 2023 339,00 333,50 220,85 305,50 255,50 257,50 207,50


